We improve the pinching theorem of Simons and the stability theorem of Barbosa and do Carmo with an elementary method.
ma\A\2.
Proof. We use the argument of Chern, do Carmo and Kobayashi [3] . We assume that the ambient space is «-dimensional. Set q = 2~lm(m + 1) -1 = 2~ (m -l)(m + 2). When n < m + q , the Lemma is included in [3] . So we assume that n > m + q in the following. We make a pointwise argument at a point p on M. Let {ex, ... ,en} be an orthonormal basis for the tangent space of the ambient space at p such that ex, ... ,em are tangent to M. We shall make use of the following convention on the ranges of indices: 1 < /., j < m , m+l < a, ß < n , m +1 < £, n < m + q. Let Ä" be the components of A with respect to the basis. Set T R = >~\ , h" Tzf. and T -T .
It is an elementary observation that at each point the dimension of the image of the second fundamental form of an m-dimensional minimal submanifold is at most 2~ m(m+1 )-1 = q . Thus we may choose em+x, ... ,en so that ha-= 0 for a > m + q . Let F be a subspace of the normal space of M at p spanned by em+\. • • • >em+q ■ ^e define a symmetric linear transformation T of V by TCtZ^v^e) -Ys? n'P£nvr'ei' which lS weh defined. As T is symmetric, we may change em+x, ... ,em+q so that the (q x(?)-matrix (T() is diagonal. Then apparently the (n -m)x(n -m)-matrix (Ta") is diagonal. So we can see that the equation (3.5) and the inequality (3.7) of [3] are valid with respect to this basis. Therefore, we obtain -(A,AA) <2Y,TiTn + Y,T¡ -ma\A\2 = 2\Y,t\ -]T t| -ma\A\2
(cf. the proof of Lemma 5.3.1 of [7] ). Thus the proof is complete.
Referring to [7] and [3] with the Lemma, we obtain the following: (ii) The proof of Lemma 2.11 of [2] is incorrect. In the proof of the lemma, we may choose the basis so that the components h0/-satisfy <*Mu-°).
(A'»=(°o)-<*i>=••■=<*;>-" for some X and p (cf. the proof of the Lemma above). The lemma is shown with the help of this fact.
(iii) In a succeeding paper [6] we will generalize Theorem 3 for a general ambient space.
